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The authors have deliberately avoided military and geopolitical analysis. Readers 
looking for twenty-first century threat projections or predictions of the size and shape 
of American armed forces in the region twenty years hence will be disappointed. The 
processes and politics of strategy development, force structuring, and deployment 
decisions are treated only indirectly. But thoughtful readers will have little difficulty 
discerning the enormous impact of the ending of the Cold War and ensuing budget 
cuts, not to mention the computer revolution, on America's military and naval posture 
in the Pacific over the past decade. And thanks to the authors' care in explaining what 
weapons systems, not just individual ships or planes, can do, even the novice in military 
matters can see the nature and extent of change sweeping over the most powerful 
force in the region. Particularly well-drawn maps and an extensive glossary of military 
and naval acronyms further add to the utility of the work. 
This book is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand why the Uni red 
States has devoted, and will continue to devote, so much of its military and naval 
resources to the Asia/Pacific region. Weeks and Meconis provide the facts that must 
be comprehended before one can engage in meaningful debate over the necessity or 
obsolescence of American bases in Japan, the nature of the Sino-American military 
relationship, or the future of U.S. forces in Korea. This book is thus a valuable primer 
for meaningful discourse on the security aspects of American-East Asian relations. 
CHINA 
ROGER DINGMAN 
University of Southern California 
One Industry, Two Chinas: Silk Filatures and Peasant-Family Production in Wuxi 
County, 1865-1937. By LYNDA S. BELL. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1999. xvi, 290 pp. $49.50. 
Silk was China's leading export in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century-even after China lost out to Japan in its relative share of the international 
trade. The manufacture of silk occupied millions of peasant households, especially in 
the lower Yangzi valley and the Canton delta. After the Taiping rebellion's devastation 
of the lower Yangzi area, sericulture (the raising of silkworms) was introduced to 
Wuxi county in Jiangsu province. Unlike the more traditional sericultural districts 
ofHuzhou, Suzhou, and Hangzhou where silk was reeled domestically, Wuxi supplied 
cocoons to the modern silk filatures, first at Shanghai, and then later, in Wuxi itself. 
During 1910-30, almost every peasant family had switched from cotton weaving to 
sericulture (p. 50). By 1930, fifty modern filatures had been constructed at Wuxi and 
it had become the principal market for local cocoons (p. 91). 
Using two rural surveys, her own interviews, as well as a variety of local and 
national sources, Lynda S. Bell has crafted a multifaceted and multilayered study of 
the Wuxi silk industry. Unlike previous studies of the Chinese silk industry 
(including this reviewer's) that addressed the causes of China's declining 
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competmveness in the international market, Bell's story is local, focusing on the 
political and social context of economic development. 
Bell examines the role of local entrepreneurs in pioneering the cocoon business 
in Wuxi, stressing the importance of their connections to the central government and 
elites elsewhere. She argues that this type of elite activity, both individually and 
collectively through the Wuxi Cocoon-Merchant Guild, was part of a traditional 
"cultural repertoire" (p. 182), not a sign of an emerging "public sphere" (p. 75). The 
practice of split ownership/management that characterized both cocoon bongs and 
filatures was frequently seen as the cause of poor quality of the cocoons. Bell places 
less emphasis than others on insufficient capital or a "rentier mentality" as 
explanations, but instead sees this practice as a way entrepreneurs passed risk down 
to the next level of local owners and ultimately to the peasants (p. 108). 
In the 1920s, when the provincial government undertook reform by sponsoring 
sericultural schools, agricultural extension, and mandatory purchase of inspected 
silkworm eggs, the results were not all positive. Peasants viewed enthusiastic extension 
workers with suspicion. Officials selling silkworm eggs engaged in profiteering and 
speculation (p. 148). In the 1930s, when the Guomindang tried to save the silk 
industry from the effects of the world depression and the declining world market for 
silk, it took some Meiji-style initiatives such as· sponsoring model sericulture districts 
and encouraging vertical integration, but Bell effectively shows that they were no 
panacea. Focusing on the figure of Xue Shouxuan, grandson of Qing statesman Xue 
Fucheng and affine of the powerful Rong industrial family, Bell shows that his 
entrepreneurial effort rested on good guanxi with the Guomindang and successful 
coercion of peasant families, who were in effect forced to sell their cocoon supply to 
his company at uncompetitive prices. This style of local entrepreneurship and 
dominance created "a new political subculture," which she feels foreshadows the 
development of local enterprises under the People's Republic of China (p. 3). 
Although the Wuxi story has sometimes been seen as a "success" not only for 
modernizing China's silk industry, but also for raising peasant incomes, the reality 
was not so clear. Using two important rural surveys-the 1940 South Manchurian 
Railway Company survey (Mantetsu) and the 1929 Social Science Research Institute 
survey (SSRI) directed by Chen Hanseng, well-known social scientist and later 
Communist Party operative-to study peasant household income, Bell shows that 
sericulture had the lowest returns to labor of any farm employment, and was entirely 
dependent on the very low opportunity cost for women's labor. Yet of all types of 
work that women engaged in, including cotton spinning, sericulture was the most 
lucrative (pp. 118-19). In these households women were left with the burden of all 
kinds of farmwork, while men overwhelmingly migrated to the city for more lucrative 
jobs, again foreshadowing recent developments. "Gendered labor" was a key to 
understanding sericulture in Wuxi and probably elsewhere. The richer farm 
households were those closest to Wuxi city. The poorer households did not flourish, 
but merely survived: average holding was only 2.54 mou in the Mantetsu survey while 
the median farm size in the SSRI survey was 5.57 mou (pp. 112-15). 
Bell's careful quantitative analysis and balanced interpretation underscore the fact 
that in economic history, the political and social relations invariably complicate the 
story, particularly in a local context. The problems of the Chinese silk industry-lack 
of government leadership and regulation, the riskiness of silk technology, lack of 
vertical integration-were all to a certain extent avoided in the Wuxi experience, and 
yet poor quality, diminished international competitiveness, and unequally shared 
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benefits persisted. This book makes a distinctive and important contribution to the 
scholarly literature. 
LILLIAN M. LI 
Swarthmore College 
Dangerous Women: Warriors, Grannies and Geishas of the Ming. By VICTORIA 
CASS. Lanham, Md.: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 1999. xix, 155 pp. 
$59.00 (cloth), $24.95 (paper). 
As the author indicates in the preface, the goal of the volume under review is to 
"show off' the various types of "dangerous women." This goal is admirably 
accomplished: the narrative is fast paced, the stories gripping, the accompanying 
illustrations quite lavish. Most strikingly, the language of the book itself pulsates 
with life, rendering history immediate and figures of bygone times almost tangible. 
Locating the portraitures of Ming women within patterns of myth and culture, the 
book provides a taxonomy of feminine types (or antifeminine types, as the case may 
be). This is a very useful book to students of Chinese history, especially for those 
interested in the representation of the feminine in late imperial China. 
The first chapter gives a succinct rendition of the cultural background of the 
Ming, focusing on features that are particularly pertinent to the discussions of gender 
configurations to follow. It comprises of three large areas: urban culture, the cult of 
the recluse, and moral cosmology. "Urbanity" and "Solitude," as the subtitles of the 
chapter name them, are two crucial aspects of Ming society, as they give the historical 
context for such archetypes as the geisha and the religious adept. Perhaps more 
important, key concepts that delimit a female behavior code in the Ming Dynasty are 
redefined so as to include a range of values and practices in addition to their familial 
core meaning. For example, zhen, usually translated as chastity, is redefined as "a 
woman's relationship with the divine," an important redefinition that provides the 
basis for the argument that the pious woman is potentially dangerous "because piety 
offers transcendence" (p. 5). 
The rest of the book gives detailed study of five archetypes: geishas, grannies, 
warriors and mystics, predators, and recluses and malcontents. Some of the types are 
fuzzily defined, since they do overlap to some extent and often invoke similar authority 
for their specific power. Granny, for example, is an approximate rendition of the 
Chinese term po, which could include shamaness, match-maker, matron of medicine, 
wet-nurse, and so on. Geisha, a borrowed term from Japanese, is meant to incorporate 
the wider range of meanings of ji in Chinese than the usual English translation of 
courtesan may indicate, as the author's prefatory note makes clear (p. xii). What unites 
this diverse group of feminine types is their inherent "danger," the hallmark of their 
very being which distinguishes them from their male counterparts. Their danger lies 
in their propensity for being out of bounds. For this reason, they have been "regulated, 
banned, overlooked and written out of the record" (p. 23). It also seems that their 
"danger" varies in degree. Whereas the dufu (usually translated as jealous wife) as a 
subcategory of the malcontent threatens the gendered social order more tangibly, the 
mystic and her cultic power subverts the familial structure more radically. Again, 
that the imperial wet nurse could exert a worrisome authority over the emperor, and 
potentially over the body politic, appears considerably more "dangerous" than the 
power of the geisha to become an artist/recluse. 
